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t was a lovely warm afternoon in early September. I was sitting in a nicely shaped termite-hill-style blind with my professional hunter, Gustav. We had been sitting quite a while just
relaxing and enjoying the natural beauty of the landscape. The
slight breeze, blowing straight in our faces, made it comfortable
in our narrow ambush device. I was back in southern Africa and
once again it was Namibia – a bowhunter’s paradise.
An adventurous week had passed with lots of exciting hunting scenarios by walking and stalking, sitting in an elevated
blind or a pit blind, gaining lifetime memories and some great
trophy animals. The spot at this specific waterhole we were now
was one of two water resources that were frequently visited by
impala (Aepyceros melampus) or rooibokke, as they are called
in Afrikaans.
The origin of the name “impala” derives from the Zulu language and means “gazelle”. Because of their similarity in outward appearances they were also recorded in the category of the
gazelles, but according to new scientific findings and knowledge they are closely related to the hartebeest.
This medium-sized African antelope belongs to the family
Bovidae. The common and the black-faced impala are recognized as the two subspecies of the Impala. They inhabit savannah grasslands and woodlands close to water sources and they
are most active shortly after dawn and before dusk. The coat is a
glossy reddish brown. The red hue fades away towards the animal’s sides and the underside is white. Facial features include
white rings around the eyes, as well as a light chin and muzzle.
There are black stripes on the forehead, rump and tail. Only the

males have the characteristic slender, bifurcated horns. They
are, in fact, beautiful animals. Due to their high available numbers especially in South Africa they are among the most hunted
trophy animals and many foreign hunters have them on the list
when they come to Africa.
In Namibia the numbers of impala are not that high. The
black-faced impala especially is more or less found in the
Kaokoland of northern Namibia or south-western Angola
unless it is bred on a farm. Hunting them with bow and arrow
can become a tricky endeavour because impala is a typical
string jumper, which means if the shot placement is too high, it
is completely overshot or in the worst case a real bad shot and
consequently a long search to find the wounded animal.
But let’s come back to us in the hide. Not really much happened at the waterhole since we arrived there. Just some birds,
pigeons and small young warthogs strolled to the water for a
quick sip. It was about five o’clock in the afternoon when all of
a sudden a troop of twelve impala galloped in from the left side
out of the bush. It was a bachelor herd with some stunning rams.
They stopped as abruptly as they appeared at roughly fifty
metres from the water and started fighting with one another.
All were busy hooking their horns together, pushing or dragging the opponent. What a spectacular show. I had never seen
that before; we felt like observers in an arena of crucial gladiator fights. They were fighting against each other like relentless
warriors.
The dust rose in clouds. From time to time you could see

“ Ro o i b o k ” ,

the Afrikaans name
literally
meaning
“red buck”, is very
descriptive of this
very elegant antelope. Impala occur
in abundance, but
that does not detract from the fact that impala are
one of the most beautiful and graceful antelope in
all of Africa. Adult males, referred to as rams, stand
about 90 cm tall at the shoulder and weigh in at
about 54 kg. The adult females, referred to as ewes,
are slightly smaller and have an average body mass
of about 41 kg. Only the males generally have horns
although there are records of females carrying
horns. In the latter the horns are usually thin, misshapen and non-typical.
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and hear the smashing sound of the bashing horns when they
raked each other like swordsmen. Amazingly none of them got
physically hurt, maybe just their self-confidence if they finally
were in an inferior position. Luckily I had my video camera
with me and could record some scenes. It was a fascinating
twenty-minute show before it stopped as quickly as it had
started. Now it seemed they were thirsty because some of them
walked slowly, but surely, to the water source.
“Get ready,” Gustav whispered. “There is a good ram coming and he will hopefully stop and drink at the left curb of
the waterhole.” I tried to be calm when I nocked an arrow and
raised my bow slowly.
As predicted the ram came into position at the waterhole.
It was a nice good male with a stunning rack of horns. I had
pulled the bow slowly to full draw when unfortunately another
impala came in and stood directly behind him – and then both
lowered their head to drink. No chance now to shoot. After
about thirty seconds, which felt like eternity, I pulled down
and lowered my bow in slow motion.
Meanwhile all the impala had started drinking and standing
around the water in different positions and none were standing
open for a good shot. Then the male standing behind the one I
was focused on stepped back, turned to the left and offered a
clear broadside shot at 26 metres. Now or never, I thought.
As quiet as a mouse I drew the bow again and settled the
sight pin on the vital area by moving up along the front leg
about one third over the belly line of the antelope. The pliers of
my release cleared the way for the 70-pound bow to accelerate
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the carbon arrow and it hit, passing through the body of the
animal within a blink of an eye.
The ram jumped up high like a rodeo horse, splashed down
in the waterhole, jumped up again, ran straight about fifty to
sixty metres and then fell down and expired. What an amazing
course of events. I think I forgot breathing during the followup of this action. Some impala jumped up as well and ran away,
but others were still there and followed the scenario like us.
We still kept quiet and waited until the bachelor herd had left
before we crawled out of our artificial termite hill.
It had meanwhile become late and dark when we arranged
the ram for some nice photos. That night we celebrated this
magnificent adventure with a tasty ice-cold beer while sitting
under the lapa around the campfire.
It was a day to be kept in my remembrance for a lifetime
as a great experience, a fine trophy and a very lucky hunter.
Thanks to all the lovely and hospitable people I had the chance
to meet and that I again had a wonderful time hunting in
T ABH
Africa.

Equipment:
Bow: Mathews LX #70
Sight: HHA Optimizer Lite 5500
Arrows: Laser Pro 300 carbon arrows
Broadhead: 125-grain Silverflame, German Kinetics
Optics: Zeiss Victory 10 x 40 BT & Bushnell Yardage Pro Rangefinder
Camo: Sniper Africa
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